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We investigate the azimuthal dependence of the switching field strength for nematic liquid crystal

bistability on patterned alignment layers to determine the validity of a switching theory proposed

by Kim et al. [Appl. Phys. Lett. 78, 3055 (2001)] and to evaluate higher-order azimuthal anchoring

coefficients. Director behavior during switching is described in detail for general azimuthal

directions of an applied electric field and the experimental results are explained on the basis of the

theory. We obtain azimuthal anchoring coefficients up to the second higher-order term in an

expansion of the anchoring energy function. Detailed analysis of the director behavior reveals a

close analogy between the proposed model of nematic liquid crystal bistability and a coherent

rotation (Stoner-Wohlfarth) model of ferromagnetism. This suggests a reversal-asymmetric

property of the substrate-nematic interface director, differing from the reversal symmetry of the

bulk nematic director, as far as the nematic bistability switching is concerned. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4716681]

I. INTRODUCTION

The bistability of liquid crystal (LC) directors, which

appear in special cell configurations,1–23 has long been one

of the most important topics in the LC display industry. One

of the main reasons for this is that bistable devices require

no energy to maintain stable states, resulting in reduced

power consumption. This characteristic has spurred the

investigation and development of many kinds of display

modes. In a series of studies,10,20,22,23 we have been explor-

ing nematic bistability on micropatterned alignment layer.

Successful bistability switching has been demonstrated for

alignment patterns fabricated using various methods includ-

ing nanorubbing,10 nanoimprint,20 and photoalignment.22,23

For practical applications, the photoalignment method is the

best among them because of its high-throughput capability.21

It was also shown that a pattern’s geometric symmetry is

unnecessary for bistability, which points to the possibility of

using a novel maskless photoalignment method for fabricat-

ing large-area bistable patterns.23

Although the nanorubbing utilizing an atomic force

microscope10 and the photoalignment22,23 are quite different

in the experiment to fabricate bistable patterns composed of

orthogonally aligned subdomains, we think that a bistability

switching mechanism for these patterns is the same. In the

original report, Kim et al.10 proposed a switching mechanism

of the nematic bistability based on a theoretical analysis.

They showed that a p rotation of substrate-nematic interface

director (n0) on a patterned layer is necessary to the bistabil-

ity switching. They used the theory and measured switching

field strength (Esw) to obtain a reasonable value for a local

azimuthal anchoring energy coefficient of the micropatterned

layer. However, all the previous investigations,10,20,22,23

including the original one, have been limited to one special

case in which the azimuth of in-plane applied electric field

(/E) was fixed and the anchoring function was assumed to

be (W2/2)sin2/ (Rapini-Papoular function), where W2 is a

anchoring coefficient and / is an azimuth of n0 deflected

from the alignment direction. This restriction has prevented

us from verifying the proposed theory for more general /E

and anchoring functions.

In this study, we investigate the azimuthal dependence

of the switching field strength for a microchecker alignment

layer to examine the validity of the proposed theory and also

to evaluate higher-order azimuthal anchoring coefficients in

an expansion of anchoring energy function. Our experimen-

tal results also supply information about a minimum value of

Esw, which in the past has been found to be very high.10,20,22

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the

switching behavior of the interface director is described in

detail for general /E on the basis of the proposed switching

mechanism. Next, we analyze and discuss the azimuthal de-

pendence of the switching field strength. Finally, we point

out a correspondence between the proposed theory of ne-

matic bistability and a widely known model of ferromagnetic

bistability, which provides us with a fresh view of the bista-

ble system. We also discovered that the interface director

behaves like a reversal-asymmetric vector, differing from

the reversal symmetry of the bulk nematic director, as far as

the switching of nematic bistability on micropatterned align-

ment layers is concerned.a)Electronic mail: niitsuma@jaist.ac.jp.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

The alignment material we used was a photoalignable

polyamic acid with azobenzene units.24 A 1 wt. % solution

of the polymer dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone was

spin-coated over a glass substrate (50� 50� 0.7 mm3) and

then soft-baked at 70 �C for 30 min on a hot plate. It was

exposed to ultraviolet light (Ushio USH-250D lamp) passing

through optical filters (Asahi Spectra LU0350 and SU0425)

and a linear polarizer (CODIXX colorPol UV375 BC5

C355) first uniformly for 10 min and then with a micro-

checker photomask for 10 min. The linearly polarized ultra-

violet (LPUV) light irradiation at normal incidence to the

layer induced trans-cis isomerization, and successive ther-

mal cis-trans relaxation of the azo group generated planar

LC alignment without tilt angles. For the second exposure,

the direction of polarization was perpendicular to that of the

first exposure. Because of the reversibility of the isomeriza-

tion, this process rotated (rewrote) the alignment direction in

the illuminated region by p radians, creating a checker pat-

tern in which the neighboring square subdomain units

(2.5� 2.5 lm2) had orthogonal alignment directions. The

LPUV doses were set so that the macroscopic stable orienta-

tion of the micropatterned alignment cell was p/4 from the

orthogonal local alignment directions.

The absorption spectrum of the soft-baked alignment

film on a quartz substrate and the irradiance spectrum of the

LPUV light are shown in Fig. 1. UV spectrum peaks corre-

sponded to the absorption band of the alignment polymer

around 400 nm, which is responsible for the photoisomeriza-

tion. The integrated irradiance of the UV light for

k¼ 350–425 nm was 6.2 mW/cm2.

During the second exposure, the photomask and the sub-

strate were in hard contact to avoid any diffraction effect.

The hard-contact mode was performed using a silicone rub-

ber sheet having 0.5 mm thickness and the same area as the

photomask plate. The substrate was placed between the mask

and the rubber sheet, which were in direct contact with each

other around the substrate. One end of a silicone rubber tube

reached the substrate through the rubber sheet and the other

end was connected to a vacuum pump. The crossing part of

the tube and the sheet was sealed with commercial silicone

rubber sealant. In this apparatus, hard contact was achieved

after a few seconds of pumping. The contact gap between

the alignment layer substrate and the photomask was esti-

mated from the interference color at< 100 nm, which was

sufficiently small for micropatterning. Silicone rubber is suit-

able for hard contact due to its flexibility, adhesive property,

and high resistance to UV and ozone exposures.

The counter substrate with a uniform alignment orienta-

tion was prepared by using a similar photoalignment process.

To build a bistable cell, the uniform alignment direction of

the counter substrate was set to be parallel to one of the mac-

roscopic stable orientations of the micropatterned substrate.

The resulting nematic bistable states of the cell were homo-

geneous planar (H) and p/2-twisted planar (T) states, as

shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). The T state was further divided

into two states, left- and right-handed T states (LT and RT),

in accordance with the twist sense.

The counter (top) substrate and the patterned (bottom)

substrate were separated by 9 -lm-thick pieces of polyethyl-

ene naphthalate film (Teijin DuPont Films) and fixed with

epoxy glue (Huntsman Araldite). The actual cell gaps

(11 lm) were measured by interference spectroscopy. After

injecting nematic LC 4-cyano-40-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) at

50 �C in the isotropic phase, the cell was cooled to room

temperature. The spin-coating, hard-contact process, and LC

injection were all performed in clean air.

The electric field for switching was generated by quad-

rupole electrodes of indium tin oxide (ITO) on the bottom

substrate. The field azimuth was controlled by changing the

amplitude ratio of two in-phase synchronized sinusoidal volt-

age waves applied to the two orthogonal pairs of opposing

electrodes [Fig. 2(d)]. The strength of the electric field com-

ponent was defined as the root mean square of the applied

voltage divided by the separation (300 lm) between the

opposing electrodes. Voltage waves of 1 kHz frequency were

generated by two synchronized function generators (Agilent

33220 A) followed by amplifiers (Matsusada HEOPT-3B20).

The state of the cell in the region surrounded by the quadru-

pole electrodes was observed with an optical microscope
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum of a soft-baked polymeric acid azo alignment

film (solid curve) and irradiance spectrum of LPUV light (dashed curve).

The integrated irradiance of UV light (k¼ 350–425 nm) is 6.2 mW/cm2.

(b)(a) (c)

Sync

(d)

FIG. 2. Schematic of stable states and structure of nematic bistable cell. (a)

Homogeneous planar (H) state. (b) Left- and (c) right-handed p/2-twisted

(denoted as LT and RT, respectively) planar states. Rods indicate bulk direc-

tors. Stable alignment directions for LC on substrates are indicated by

double-headed arrows. Quadrupole electrodes are also shown on the bottom

substrate. (d) Connection between the synchronized voltage sources and the

electrodes to generate azimuthally varying electric fields.
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(Olympus BX51) through crossed polarizers in UV-free illu-

mination at room temperature.

III. DIRECTOR BEHAVIOR IN BISTABILITY SWITCHING

The director behavior in the switching from H state to T

state is explained on the basis of the proposed switching

mechanism10 for two representative field azimuths. In Fig. 3,

a two-square pair stands for the neighboring two types of

subdomains that have orthogonal local alignment directions

(x and y) depicted by stripes. The two superposed bars

represent substrate-nematic interface director (n0, lower bar)

and bulk director (nb, upper bar), which are parallel to the

interface plane (the x-y plane). The director orientation is

defined as the direction indicated by the black part of the

bar. Although usually n¼�n, we consider here a general

case, n=�n, the reason for which will be clarified in the

discussion. The alignment direction of the counter substrate

is �p/4, which has been omitted from the figure for the sake

of clarity.

Next, we describe the H ! T switching process in

detail. Figure 3(a) shows an initial field-off H state in which

nb makes a twist angle of p/4 with respect to n0. When a

weak field with the direction <p/4, e.g., p/6, is applied to the

cell, nb homogeneously starts to rotate counterclockwise to-

ward p/6 [Fig. 3(b)]. The orientation of n0 also deflects away

counterclockwise from the alignment direction of each sub-

domain. At this stage, the x-aligned subdomain is in a stable

state with a twist angle of �p/6 while the y-aligned subdo-

main is locally in a metastable state with a twist angle of

�2p/3. A local stable state of the y subdomain, in which nb

turns clockwise toward �5p/6 to make the twist angle

smaller (�p/3), will not occur because it would require an

in-plane p rotation (p wall) across the boundary between the

x and y subdomains. Moreover, nb cannot rotate clockwise

toward �5p/6 homogeneously because its elastic free energy

is higher than that of the uniform rotation toward p/6.

When the electric field strength increases to Esw, the

metastable state of the y subdomain is changed to a stable

smaller-twist state by �p rotation or buckling of n0 [Fig.

3(c)]. In this case, we say that the y subdomain is a switching

subdomain. After the field is removed, nb settles on the near-

est macroscopic stable direction, þp/4, which leads to a LT

state in combination with the director of the top counter sub-

strate of �p/4 [Fig. 3(d)]. For different field directions >p/4,

the switching occurs on the x subdomain and a RT state

results, as shown in Figs. 3(e)–3(h). In the following section,

we restrict our discussion to the H! T switching.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Azimuthal dependence of switching field strength

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show optical micrographs of a H/T

boundary region of the nematic bistability cell with different

polarizer configurations. The cell orientation is the same as

that shown in Fig. 3. The left half (bright) and right half

(dark) of Fig. 4(a) are the T and H states, respectively. Two

types of subdomain and a H/T boundary are clearly observed

in Fig. 4(b). The bright (dark) square corresponds to the x (y)

subdomain that was created by the first (second) LPUV ex-

posure. The director at the boundary points to p/2. Figure

4(c) shows a large-area view of a H! T transitional state af-

ter an electric field was applied in the direction of /E ¼ 10�.
In this field, H! LT switching occurred in a similar way to

that shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d). In the same figure, however, a

RT state is also observed together with a reverse twist. This

is due to inhomogeneous electric fields with /E> p/4 near

the electrodes, parts of which are seen as triangles at the cor-

ners of the image.

Figure 5(a) shows the dependence of the switching field

strength for H ! T transition on the azimuthal direction of

the applied field. It should be noted that for 0</E<p/4, the

switching occurs in the y subdomain and for p/4</E< p/2,

in the x subdomain (Sec. III). The gap of Esw at /E¼ p/4

therefore indicates the different azimuthal anchoring ener-

gies of the two subdomains. The minimum Esw was meas-

ured around p/4 for both subdomains, which means it is

difficult to reduce Esw by changing /E.

Next, we explain the observed trend of Esw(/E) on the

basis of the proposed theory.10 As was explained in Sec. III,

Esw is governed by the behavior of n0 in the switching sub-

domain. For simplicity, we assume that the electric field is

00 EswWeakElectric field

φE= π/6

φE= π/3

Field

Buckling||

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)
x

y

φE

FIG. 3. Schematic top view of an interface director and

a bulk director in H ! T switching. Field azimuthal

directions are p/6 for (a)–(d) and p/3 for (e)–(h). Square

pair stands for the neighboring two subdomains with or-

thogonal local alignment directions depicted by stripes.

Two superposed bars in each subdomain represent

interface director (lower bar) and bulk director (upper

bar). The black part of the bar indicates director’s orien-

tation. Twist angle between them is indicated by an arc.

(a) and (e) Initial H state, (b) and (f) large twist appears

in a weak field, (c) and (g) buckling occurs in a critical

field, and (d) and (h) final LT and RT states, respec-

tively. The counter substrate with an alignment direc-

tion of �p/4 is omitted for clarity.
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uniform and parallel to the substrate through the cell, and the

director is always planar accordingly. The free energy per

unit area within the switching subdomain is expressed as10

F ¼
ð1

0

dz
1

2
K22ð/0ðzÞÞ2 þ

1

2
e0DeE2sin2ð/ðzÞ � /EÞ

� �

þ
X1
n¼1

W2n

2n
sin2nð/ð0Þ � aÞ; (1)

where K22 is a twist constant of LC (2� 10�12 N for 5CB,

Ref. 25), /(z) is an azimuth of nb at a vertical distance z
from the substrate-nematic interface, e0De is a dielectric ani-

sotropy of LC (7.2� 10�11 F/m for 5CB, Ref. 26), W2n is an

azimuthal anchoring coefficient, and a is an alignment orien-

tation angle of the x or y subdomain (0 or p/2). We also

assumed here an infinitely thick cell. The first term is the

sum of LC elastic free energy and interaction energy

between LC and in-plane electric field. The second term rep-

resents a generalized azimuthal anchoring energy function.

The Euler-Lagrange procedure and integration of the result

in z give /0ðzÞ ¼ �E
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0De=K22

p
sinð/� /EÞ under strain-

free and no-anchoring conditions at infinity: /0 (1)¼ 0 and

/ (1)¼/E. Inserting this into Eq. (1) and changing the inte-

gration variable from z to / yield the following expression

for a free energy (with a dropped constant term):

f ð/0Þ ¼ F=W2 ¼ �qcosð/0 � /EÞ þ
X1
n¼1

w2nsin2nð/0 � aÞ;

where /0¼/(0), q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0DeK22

p
E=W2, and w2n¼W2n/2nW2.

The first term, which is rewritten as �qn0�E, can be consid-

ered an interaction between the interface director and the

electric field, with the bulk effects being included in q.

The large twist before buckling [Figs. 3(b) and 3(f)] can

be described using this term. The stable equilibrium

azimuth angles of n0 are obtained from @f=@/0 ¼ 0 and

@2f= @/2
0 > 0, which determine the local minima of the free

energy. The buckling of n0 occurs when the field increases to

Esw at which the second derivative becomes zero and then

one of the minima disappears. For example, when w2n¼ 0

for n� 2, we obtain

Eswð/EÞ ¼
W2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

e0DeK22

p f ð/EÞ;

f ð/EÞ ¼ ðsin2=3/E þ cos2=3/EÞ�3=2: (2)

The equivalence to a more complex expression,27

f ð/EÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3cos2½2arctanðtan1=3/EÞ�

q
=2

is straightforward through trigonometric identities

including arctanx ¼ arccosð1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x2
p

Þ and some algebraic

operations.

The solid curves shown in Fig. 5(a) are the best fits for

the data using Eq. (2). They take a minimum at p/4 and

account for the observed tendency of Esw(/E), confirming

the validity of the proposed theory. The fitting parameters

yielded the anchoring coefficients W2¼ 8.9� 10�5 J/m2 and

1.3� 10�4 J/m2 for the x and y subdomains, respectively.

The dashed curves in the same figure are the fit results by

using an anchoring energy function with non-zero W2 and

W4. In this case, the expression of Esw is not as simple as Eq.

(2). As a result, we obtained a better fit for the x subdomain

with W2¼ 1.2� 10�4 J/m2 and W4¼�4.5� 10�5 J/m2

whereas for the y subdomain, W4 was negligibly small com-

pared to the experimental error.
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FIG. 5. (a) Azimuthal dependence of H ! T switching field strength for

10� </E< 85�. Solid and dashed curves are the best fits for the experimen-

tal data when anchoring energy functions are of first-order (only W2 is non-

zero) and of second-order (W2 and W4 are non-zero), respectively. (b) Polar

plot of (a).

10�m

50μm

AP

Bottom Top

2nd
1st

Photo-
alignment

LTRT

(a) (b)

10μm

AP AP

10μm

(c) H

H

FIG. 4. (a) Optical micrograph of H/T boundary region. Left half (bright)

and right half (dark) correspond to T and H states. (b) The same area

observed with a different polarizer arrangement. Two types of square subdo-

main and H/T boundary are clearly seen. (c) Large-area view of a H ! T

transitional state after an electric field was applied in the /E¼ 10� direction.

T state splits into LT and RT states with a reverse twist between them due to

inhomogeneous electric field. Triangular areas at the corners show parts of

quadrupole electrodes. The arrows labeled P and A indicate the polarizer

and analyzer directions. Also shown are photoalignment directions caused

by the first and second LPUV irradiations and the cell configuration.
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We should note here that the photoalignment conditions

were different for the two subdomains. The y subdomain was

created by rewriting a LPUV-treated film in which alignment

polymers were well-oriented, and therefore, a higher rate of

photoisomerization, or a larger W2, could be expected than

in the x subdomain, which was generated from a non-treated

film in which alignment polymers were randomly oriented.

This suggests that the difference in the azimuthal anchoring

properties, which reflect the order parameter of the align-

ment molecules, between the two subdomains might be

caused by different initial molecular orientations in the pho-

toalignment film. The finite negative W4 observed in the x
subdomain might also be an effect of the lower order param-

eter of the alignment molecules.

B. Analogy with coherent rotation (CR) model

Here, we discuss an analogy between the nematic bist-

ability system and CR or Stoner-Wohlfarth model28,29 in fer-

romagnetism, a typical bistable system. The CR model

describes the behavior of the magnetization vector of a

single-domain particle in a magnetic field under an aniso-

tropic constraint (demagnetizing energy and shape anisot-

ropy energy) in a two-dimensional space. This analogy will

be easier to understand if we observe the correspondence

between the physical quantities appearing in the two systems

(see Table I). We can say, for example, that the buckling of

n0 in an electric field is a counterpart of a Barkhausen jump

(a sudden reversal of magnetization vector) in a magnetic

field.

One may wonder why a director and a magnetization

vector can be treated on an equal basis since they have dif-

ferent properties: typically a director will have reversal sym-

metry (n¼�n) and a fixed norm (jnj ¼ 1) whereas a

magnetization vector, m, has no such restrictions. The an-

swer is that n0 has to be considered a reversal-asymmetric

vector (n0=�n0) as far as the switching of the nematic bist-

ability is concerned and jmj is assumed to be fixed in the CR

model. The apparent asymmetric nature of n0 manifests itself

in the large-angle twisting and successive buckling of n0 in

switching (Sec. III). This means that we need to distinguish

n0 and �n0 in a switching subdomain because they corre-

spond to different bistable bulk states one-to-one.

We now apply CR theory to analyzing the nematic bist-

ability on micropatterned alignment layers. One of the typi-

cal results derived from the theory is that Esw forms a

characteristic curve in a polar plot, which is of great use in

graphically representing stability properties.29,30 For exam-

ple, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as

E2=3
sw;x þ E2=3

sw;y ¼ E2=3
sw ð0Þ;

where Ex¼E cos/E and Ey¼E sin/E. This is an equation of

an astroid in the Ex-Ey plane. In a general case, i.e., w2n= 0

for any n, there exists a different characteristic curve para-

meterized by /0. Figure 5(b) shows a polar plot of Fig. 5(a).

The quadrant is divided into two regions by the critical

curve, and the system is bistable inside the curve and mono-

stable outside. The switching process can be considered a

transfer of one of the bistable states to the other through a

monostable state that is realized in a strong external

field>Esw(/E). One can readily evaluate the azimuthal de-

pendence of switching field strength for different values of

W2n in a like manner. This procedure has potential use in the

design of anchoring properties for devices with improved ne-

matic bistability.

V. SUMMARY

In this study, we investigated the azimuthal dependence

of the switching field strength of nematic bistability on

micropatterned alignment layers to determine the validity of

the proposed switching theory and to evaluate higher-order

azimuthal anchoring coefficients of the alignment layer.

Detailed behavior of directors in H ! T switching was ana-

lyzed for the general azimuthal direction of an applied field,

with results showing that the switching subdomain inter-

changed at a critical field angle of p/4. This means that the

azimuthal anchoring energy of each subdomain can be esti-

mated by measuring the switching field strength for azi-

muthal directions from, e.g., 0 to p/2. The agreement

between the theory and the experimental data demonstrated

the validity of the proposed theory as well as the difficulty in

reducing Esw by changing /E. We obtained anchoring coeffi-

cients for the two subdomains separately up to the second

higher-order term in an expansion of the azimuthal anchor-

ing energy function by fitting. The difference in anchoring

coefficients for the two subdomains suggests an influence of

the initial state of photoalignment film on its anchoring

properties.

The analogy between the proposed model of nematic

LC bistability and the coherent rotation model of ferromag-

netism suggested that the interface director behaves like a

reversal-asymmetric vector as far as the nematic bistability

switching is concerned. In fact, the asymmetric nature can be

seen in the large-angle twisting and successive buckling of

the interface director in the switching subdomain. The criti-

cal curve of the switching field may be helpful for investigat-

ing the nematic bistability on micropatterned alignment

layers for a general azimuthal anchoring energy function.
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